
Once described as "the rap equivalent of a rock & roll garage band," EPMD (stands for "Erick and Parrish Making Dollars") got into the hip-hop business not to spout its political agenda, but to have fun and get paid.

Erick Sermon and Parrish Smith grew up together on Long Island, home to rappers Eric B. and Rakim, De La Soul, and Public Enemy's Flavor FlaErick Sermon and Parrish Smith grew up together on Long Island, home to rappers Eric B. and Rakim, De La Soul, and Public Enemy's Flavor Flav. In 1987, while on a college break, Smith (who played tight end for Southern Connecticut State University's football team) recorded with Sermon the duo's raps, which they had first performed together the previous year. EPMD immediately released the songs as a 12-inch single ("It's My Thing" b/w "You're a Customer") on Sleeping Bag (a subsidiary of independent Fresh Records), which sold 500,000 copies. Within six weeks of its release, Strictly Business had topped the R&B LPs chart (#1, 1988) and gone gold. Hits included "You Gots to Chill" (#22 R&B, 1988) and "Strictly Business" (#25 R&B, 1988).Erick Sermon and Parrish Smith grew up together on Long Island, home to rappers Eric B. and Rakim, De La Soul, and Public Enemy's Flavor Flav. In 1987, while on a college break, Smith (who played tight end for Southern Connecticut State University's football team) recorded with Sermon the duo's raps, which they had first performed together the previous year. EPMD immediately released the songs as a 12-inch single ("It's My Thing" b/w "You're a Customer") on Sleeping Bag (a subsidia

As its title suggests, Unfinished Business offered more of the same. By the early '90s, with the vast popularity of gangsta rap, EPMD acknowledged the style by injecting Business as Usual with a harder edge, and it paid off. The album went to #36 on the pop chart and scored hits with "Gold Digger" (#14 R&B, 1991) and "Rampage" (#30 R&B, 1992), the latter a collaboration with L.L. Cool J. In 1992 the duo released Business Never Personal (#14 pop, #5 R&B), which contained the hit "Crossover" (#42 pop, #14 R&B, 1992). Sermon and Smith formed a production team, working with K-Solo, Das EFX, and Redman, and put together the Hit Squad package tour.

In early 1993 EPMD called it quits. Both Sermon and Smith then launched independent careers that included Sermon's Def Squad posse of acts (Redman, K-Solo, and Keith Murray) and the management of Das EFX and other acts via Smith's Shuma EnteIn early 1993 EPMD called it quits. Both Sermon and Smith then launched independent careers that included Sermon's Def Squad posse of acts (Redman, K-Solo, and Keith Murray) and the management of Das EFX and other acts via Smith's Shuma Entertainment. Sermon's No Pressure (#16 pop, #2 R&B, 1993) charted with the single "Stay Real" (#92 pop, #52 R&B). Smith (now just PMD after his moniker, Parrish Mad Deep) continued to stay in the business with Shadé Business (#12 R&B, 1994). Sermon also joined Redman and Murray for a Def Squad album, 1998's El Nine O.

The MC duo reunited as EPMD to record 1997's Back in Business (#4 R&B), which featured a more stripped-down sound and earned mixed reviews. It was followed two years later by Out of Business (#13 pop). By 1999, both had also become devout Christians. And that same yeaThe MC duo reunited as EPMD to record 1997's Back in Business (#4 R&B), which featured a more stripped-down sound and earned mixed reviews. It was followed two years later by Out of Business (#13 pop). By 1999, both had also become devout Christians. And that same year, Sermon launched his own Def Squad label (in a deal with Dreamworks/Universal), debuting with Dave Hollister's Ghetto Hymns. He also worked as a producer on new discs by Redman and Murray. EPMD is currently on tour performing their classic hits.

Courtesy of: The Rolling Stone Encyclopedia of Rock & Roll (Simon & Schuster, 2001).
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MqvmA59c5V4Roxanne Roxanne | 
Sundance 2017

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5QkEHUMmpyM

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FP74jcBwvQo

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P0KUWPJFGAU

                                                         

ROXANNE SHANTÉ was raised in the Queensbridge Public Housing Projects, in Queens, New York.
At the age of 14, Roxanne released her rst single “Roxanne’s Revenge”. It was the rst response
record for the UTFO track “Roxanne Roxane”. Roxanne prompted ‘The Roxanne Wars’. These wars
included over 86 response records, all aimed directly at Roxanne Shanté. She was the rst female
Rapper to have Platinum Singles and Gold Albums. Subsequently, Roxanne became the rst internationally
kknown female Rapper. Roxanne also helped launch the careers of the following Hip Hop icons; BIG DADDY
KANE, BIZ MARKIE, MC SHAN and NAS. Roxanne Shanté has been an integral in uence and role model
for many artists in the music industry and empowered female artists in all genres. She is one
of the most sampled cross-genre voices; artists such as JANET JACKSON, BLACK EYED PEAS, NAS,
JAY Z, J-COLE, BASEMANT JAXX have sampled her.

ROXANNE SHANTÉ continues to be one of the most in demand ‘Classic’ Hip Hop acts. Roxanne has
been immortalised in the biographical motion picture “ROXANNE ROXANNE”, which is Produced by
PHARRELLPHARRELL WILLIAMS & FOREST WHITAKER and Executively Produced by Roxanne Shanté. “ROXANNE
ROXANNE” is released on NETFLIX on the 23rd March 2018.

The ‘ROXANNE ROXANNE’ World Tour marks the 35th Anniversary of the event that launched the career
of the Hip Hop legend, ROXANNE SHANTÉ and coincides with the Netix premier of “Roxanne Roxanne”.   

The year: 1983
The Event: Fever Records ‘Freestyle Championships’
The contest was an annual event held at The Fever Night Club. 
Winners of this prestigious contest have included some of the greatest
names in Hip Hop; LL COOL J, FAT BOYS, RUN DMC. The main event was
the annual Rap Battle. ROXANNE SHANTÉ was the rst female to ever 
enter and win the ‘Freestyle Champion/Battle Rapper’competition. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0eckRNcHCKA
click or copy & paste below links -


